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Abstract—Augmented reality (AR) can serve as a tool to provide helpful information in a direct way to industrial robot programmers throughout the teaching process. It seems obvious that AR support eases the programming process and increases the programmer's productivity and programming accuracy. However, additional information can also potentially increase the programmer's perceived workload. To explore the impact of augmented reality on robot teaching, as a first step we have chosen a Sphero robot control scenario and conducted a within-subject user study with 19 professional industrial robot programmers, including novices and experts. We focused on the perceived workload of industrial robot programmers and their task completion time when using a tablet-based AR approach with visualization of task-based information for controlling a robot. Each participant had to execute three typical robot programming tasks: tool center point teaching, trajectory teaching, and overlap teaching. We measured the programmers’ workload in the dimensions of mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, frustration, effort, and performance. The study results show that the presentation of task-based information in the tablet-based AR interface decreases the mental demand of the industrial robot programmers during the robot control process. At the same time, however, the programmers’ task completion time increases.

I. INTRODUCTION

A reshaping of robot control and programming interfaces is taking place in the industrial robotics industry and in robotics research. This is closely connected to economical changes (e.g., the re-industrialisation of western countries), technological progress (e.g., the internet of things), and emerging new robot types (e.g., light-weight robots). Apart from larger companies, also small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) will use production automation and low cost robotics solutions to produce goods more competitively. The fact that SMEs extend the requirement profile for industrial robots, Schraft and Meyer [1], is of particular interest for us. SMEs typically have small lot size, short production cycles, unstructured environments and do not employ experts with robotic knowledge [2]. We use augmented reality (AR) as an approach to enhance industrial robot programming. Industrial robot programming and maintainance is not done on a daily basis. It is needed throughout the implementation of a new robot line or for a single robot in a factory. The complexity of industrial robot programming comes from the integration of the robot with other robots and machines. Industrial robot control is needed when a robot stops in production (e.g., singularity, axis limits) and is done by maintainers via manually guiding the robot to a safe/working position. Industrial robot programming is often divided into offline and online programming. The overall coordination between the robots and machines involved in the production process is programmed in a digital simulation called offline programming. The fine-tuning of robot tasks for single robots done by hand in the analog world is called online programming. AR has the potential to bridge the digital and analog worlds of robot programming for programmers and maintainers. For example, robot programmers could receive additional task-based information from the digital simulation on a tablet-based interface during the fine-tuning of single robots.

However, the work by Wurhofer et al. [3] shows that the introduction of additional information to human-machine interfaces in factory environments can lead to an increased perceived workload, which adds to the stress of factory workers. Therefore, providing additional information to robot programmers, who are factory workers, should be introduced carefully in AR interfaces. Within this work, we answer the question how the workload of industrial robot programmers and their task completion time is affected by using an AR interface that overlays industrial robot programming tasks with task-based information. We conducted a user study in which robot programmers used a tablet-based AR interface for task-based robot programming. We analyzed the impact of augmented reality on robot programmers throughout the teaching process. Specifically, we measured the workload of the user in all its dimensions: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, frustration, effort, and performance as well as the task completion time. In this paper, we review related work, present our user study setup, and report and discuss the study results.

II. BACKGROUND

For our work, we have to take two main topics into account. The first is robot programming in the factory context. Industrial robot programming includes on- and offline programming. Within the process of industrial robot programming, the robot always has to be taught online; either to check an offline program in the real cell (workspace of robots) with a real robot or the robot has to be taught from scratch for the given task. For online programming, a so
called teach pendant – a hand-held control and programming unit – with restricted capabilities to visualize information is used. This process is time consuming, the robot is idle, and a person with spatial abilities and experience is needed (e.g., mental rotation, kinematics). More time and cost saving is offline programming; the programmer uses an external computer to program a robot in the simulated robot cell.

In the following paragraphs, we shortly describe three highly repetitive tasks throughout the online teaching process, which we used as programming tasks for our study.

**Tool center point (TCP) teaching:** A prerequisite for successful and efficient online robot programming is an accurately configured coordinate system (e.g., base, world, tool). The tool coordinate system belongs to the most often used coordinate systems, because tools, such as grippers, change often in an industrial context. TCP teaching is done by moving the robot, making the TCP brush against a fixed point in the close surrounding to the robot. The fixed point is e.g., the tip of a nail. By brushing against the tip of the nail from at least four different orientations, the coordinate of the TCP in relation to the robot base frame is calculated [4].

**Trajectory teaching:** The online programmer has to prepare the program of the robot by programming the robot trajectory points. The task of the online programmer is to prepare a collision free program and adapt it to an overall production sequence (several robots are working on one object, cycle times have to be respected).

**Overlap teaching:** The online programmer has to prepare a program by programming trajectory points. Often, vertices have to be rounded, which is done by overlapping. Two criteria of overlapping exist: velocity-based and position-based overlapping. Velocity-based overlapping starts when the velocity becomes lower than a fixed minimal value (drawback: dependent on velocity profile). Position-based overlapping starts when the TCP enters the overlapping zone. Outside the overlapping zone the TCP keeps the cartesian path (only the overlapping zone is reached, not the exact trajectory point – Fly-By-Point).

The second major topic in this section is augmented reality. AR enhances the user perception by overlaying the real world information with computer-generated information [5]. Bischoff and Kazi [6] discussed the potential of augmented reality-based human robot interaction and assume the extension of the teach pendant is a promising approach for robot teaching. Abbas et al. [7] proposed the usage of mobile devices in combination with AR for industrial robot online programming. Mateo et al. [8] state that the use of Android tablets in industrial robot working environments is growing and provides new means for small batch industrial applications that need fast and easy to use tools to program the robots. Tang et al. [9] conducted a user study regarding the relative effectiveness of AR instructions in an assembly task. Regarding remote control with AR, Hasimoto et al. [10] introduced a touchscreen AR prototype.

The study results show that the usage of AR does not lead to faster task completion time than displaying instructions on traditional media (paper plan, display). The results also show that assistance in mental transformation and the minimizing of attention switching does result in an improvement of performance. However, Tang et al. found that the possible advantage of overlaying information on the workspace may have been negated by the cost of visual interference. This is supported by the work of Wurhofer et al. [3]. With our tablet-based approach, we follow Abbas et al. and Mateo et al. and focus on the workload of task completion as Tang et al. Our contribution is that we investigate three highly relevant industrial tasks executed by professional robot programmers.

## III. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

To investigate the impact of augmented reality support on industrial robotic end-users, we performed a within-subject (AR vs. No AR) study with 19 participants. This section includes a description of the participants’ characteristics (demographics including AR background, competence level), an overview of the study setup (robot platform, augmented reality interface, test environment), a description of the study procedure, as well as a short description of the methods used to analyze the gathered data (workload, time on tasks).

### A. Participants

In total, 19 male participants with an average age of 33.53, $SD=1.75$ (22 to 47 years) took part in the study. This reflects the gender situation within the factory and is due to the requirement to recruit real robot programmers. All participants had a strong link to robot programming. As can be seen in Table I, the participants belong to four job families. The job family of robot programmers consisted of on- and offline programmers for industrial applications. The job family of operators/maintainers were workers with little practical on-/offline programming experience. They manually control robots in error situations during day-to-day operation. The software engineer job family consisted of engineers who developed applications for robot control interfaces, ranging from the system level to interface level. The manager job family consisted of product and project managers for robotics applications.

### TABLE I

| Characteristics of Participants: AR Background and Competence Level Regarding Online/Offline Programming. |
|---|---|---|---|
| Job Family | Background AR | Competence Level |
| | Fictional First-hand | Novice Expert |
| Robot Programmer | 8 | 6 2 | 1 7 |
| Operator/Maintainer | 2 | - - | 2 0 |
| Software Engineer | 4 | 2 2 | 2 2 |
| Manager | 5 | 2 3 | 1 4 |

Regarding AR background, we distinguish between two groups of participants: the first being participants who have only fictional understanding of AR in terms of having heard of or having seen AR (e.g., movies, media, TV, discussions) and the second being participants who have first hand experience with AR (used AR at least once). Table I shows that the participants mainly had a fictional understanding of
AR (10 subjects); a few had already used an AR system (7 subjects). Two participants had never heard of AR.

Participants rated their competence level regarding on- and offline programming on a four point Likert scale with the values “none”, “beginner”, “advanced”, “expert”. Based on this self-assessment, we divided the participants into two groups: Novice (6 participants) and Expert (13 participants). Participants who rated themselves at least as “advanced” or “expert” in on- and offline programming are summarized in the group Expert. Participants who rated their competence level as “beginner” or lower are included in the Novice group.

B. Study Setup

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the study setup consisted of three components: the robot, the AR interface, and the testbed.

![Study setup components](image)

The requirements for the robotic platform were to be easy to operate, easy to program, transportable, and cost-effective. We used the Sphero 2.0 robot ball\(^1\) in this study because it met these requirements. The Sphero is a spherical robot, capable of omnidirectional movement on a 2D plane. The simple design of the robot allows our study participants to focus on the study tasks. For this study we decided that the Sphero robot, with its many limitations, provides a good platform for the workload analysis, disregarding industrial aspects.

For the AR interface, we used a tablet-based (see-through and robot control) AR approach to evaluate task-based information. Therefore, we followed the taxonomy of Tönnis et al. [11]; the tablet-based see-through approach implements the presentation scheme of a direct overlay. The task-related information was directly, environmentally mounted on the testbed in a discrete way. The frame of reference (viewport reference frame) was egocentric, but from the device’s perspective. The whole scenery was shown from the point of view of the hand-held device, and not that of the user (as when wearing AR glasses). The AR tablet-based interface was developed with Unity 5.1.3f1 Personal and built for Android OS 5.0.2 Lollipop. We decided to use Unity for development based on the beneficial handling of 3D graphics and the existing integration capability of the Sphero (control) and Vuforia library\(^2\) (AR). The hardware was a Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 (SM-T530, 10.1 inches display). The testbed was the environment where the Sphero robot was controlled. It was built from a 1×1 meter baseplate, colored adhesive foil, a bounding frame, and prepared to serve as AR marker.

C. Procedure

As depicted in Fig. 2, the study procedure was divided into several parts. Represented as dots, the beginning included organizational parts (welcome, introduction, data usage consent). Shown as a triangle, the Sphero Control Training, served as the initial training for the movement and control of the robot. In the center of the study were two robot programming sessions, shown as circles, followed by an interview. At the end of the study, also represented as dots, was a short debriefing. All in all, the study took approximately 1hr45min.

In the Sphero Control Training (no augmented reality support), the participants familiarized themselves with controlling the Sphero using a tablet. All participants had to complete three training steps, see Fig. 3. In the first step, the participants trained to move the robot forward, left, and right. In the second training step, moving the robot diagonally was added (needed for trajectory teaching). The third training served as practice to stop the Sphero robot in a controlled way and added circular motion (needed for overlap teaching).

As shown in Fig. 4, the next two sessions (AR and No AR) included in each case the same three tasks: TCP teaching, trajectory teaching, and overlap teaching. The difference between the sessions was that, in the AR session, the tablet

---

\(^1\)http://www.sphero.com/sphero

\(^2\)https://developer.vuforia.com/
showed task-based support parameters, whereas in the No AR session, the tablet displayed no support parameters. In the No AR session, all task-based information was provided on paper as graphical sketches describing the required robot motion. We call this information the paper plan. This plan was approximately two meters away from the teaching position of the participant and, therefore, not in the participant’s area of view. Each task (TCP, trajectory, overlap) was shown on a separate paper plan. In the AR session, all task-based information was shown within the AR interface on the tablet. Participants themselves confirmed the end of each completed task and started the next task using a button on the tablet interface. In the following a detailed description of the programming tasks used in our study and shown in Fig. 4 for the AR session and No AR session is given.

**TCP teaching** required moving the robot ball in several directions to a reference point. The task-based information for TCP teaching were the directions to reach the reference point, visualized as geometric shapes. When participants had to teach from three directions, the shape was a triangle and in its center was the reference point. Likewise, when four directions were given, the shape was a rectangle. The procedure for both cases was the same: Move the robot in the first given direction to the reference point, stop the robot, and continue over the opposite vertex or adjacent edge of the shape. Repeat this procedure until no direction remains. In the No AR session, the order of edges to reach the reference point was provided by increasing numbers on paper. The user had to remember the edges and was allowed to go to the paper plan as often as needed to complete the task. In the AR session, the edge to reach the reference point was colored in green, as opposed to gray for inactive directions.

**Trajectory teaching** required moving the robot ball along a predefined trajectory path. Without AR, the trajectory points were shown as numbered points on the paper plan in the session. The participants had to remember the seven points (including return to start) and were allowed to refer to the paper plan. In the AR session, only path fragments were shown with a start point in gray, an end point in green, and a hose connecting the points. The participants’ task was to start at the gray point and reach the green end point. Then they confirmed and got the next path fragment.

**Overlapping** required moving the robot ball along a predefined trajectory including the overlapping of one point. This was the shortest task. The task-based information was the start, end, and fly-by point, as well as the edge. The task of the participants was to teach the overlap trajectory. In the No AR session, the participants looked at the paper plan and were instructed that the overlap radius is 10 cm. In the AR session, the start point, end point, and overlap radius of the fly-by point were marked in the AR interface.

To avoid side effects, we randomized the AR sessions and the tasks within the sessions. Subsequent to each session, the participants had to complete a questionnaire to assess the workload. After the sessions, we obtained further details about the participants’ attitudes towards using AR in an industrial context via a semi-structured interview.

### D. Measurements

To obtain participants’ characteristics, such as general demographics and robotics/AR background (see Table 1), we used a questionnaire. To investigate the workload of the participants immediately after each session, we used the NASA-RTLX questionnaire [12]. We implemented a logging function on the tablet (robot acceleration, tablet orientation, interaction data) to record the time spent on each task. We summed up the tasks (task completion time) within the sessions to compare the average time spent on tasks in the AR and No AR session.

Independent variables: We considered augmented reality support (AR/No AR), the participants’ competence level (Expert/Novice), and the augmented reality background (fictional understanding/first-hand experience) as independent variables. Augmented reality support was manipulated as repeated measure. AR background and the competence level were manipulated as between-group variables.

Dependent variables: We considered the RTLX workload ratings and time spent on tasks as dependent variables.

### IV. RESULTS

We report on differences regarding the workload of robot programmers throughout the sessions, AR and No AR, and the task completion times related to the sessions. For the group without AR knowledge, we did no analysis because only two participants were included in this group.

All mean comparisons for workload and task completion time started with checking the assumptions for parametric analysis: normal distribution (W, p) and homogeneity of variance (Levene test, $F$, $p$). The means of the outcome variable regarding augmented reality support came from the same entities, so we used the dependent t-test ($t$) or, if assumptions were not met, a robust version (Yuen, $T_y$). To compare means, based on the treatments competence level and AR background as subcategories of augmented reality support, we used the independent t-test ($t$) or, if assumptions were not met, a robust version (Yuen, $T_y$).

- **Workload:** Overall six NASA-RTLX factors [13], mental demand (MD), physical demand (PD), temporal demand (TD), performance (P), effort (E), and frustration (F) were rated from 0 (low) up to 100 (high). The ratings were averaged to calculate an estimate of the overall workload.

---

**Fig. 5.** Mean and SD of RTLX workload ratings: all participants, competence level and AR background, * – statistically significant.
Fig. 5 shows the results of the RTLX workload ratings. Regarding the overall workload score, the dependent t-test significantly shows ($t(18)=2.81, p=.01$) that the participants’ workload is lower in the AR session ($M=39.52, SD=15.08$) than without displayed task-based AR parameters in the No AR session ($M=47.50, SD=17.18$). Taking into account the participants’ competence level, participants at the Expert level perceived significantly less ($T_y(8)=2.89, p=.02$) workload in the AR session ($M=39.23, SD=16.36$) compared to no augmented reality support in the No AR session ($M=50.00, SD=16.02$). Novices showed no significant difference (AR session: $M=40.14, SD=13.25$, No AR session: $M=42.08, SD=19.88$). Regarding AR background, results show a trend ($T_y(4)=2.37, p=.07$) that participants with first-hand experience perceive less workload ($T_y(4)=2.37, p=.07$) in the AR session. The workload of participants with a fictional understanding remains unaffected by augmented reality support ($T_y(4)=1.36, p=.24$). As can be observed in Fig. 6, we found no significant differences within the single workload factors except for the factor mental demand (MD). The users’ mental demand was significantly lower ($t(18)=-3.75, p=.001$) in the AR session ($M=41.05, SD=26.01$) than in the No AR session ($M=61.05, SD=29.18$).

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that participants at competence level Expert perceived a lower mental demand throughout programming in the AR session ($M=44.62, SD=28.61$) than in the No AR session ($M=64.62, SD=28.97$). This effect was significant ($t(12)=3.68, p=.01$). Although the participants at the Novice level had also a lower perceived mental demand with augmented reality support, the difference was not significant ($t(5)=1.53, p=.19$) (normal distribution was met for session AR/No AR, variance $F(1,10)=0.68, p=.43$). Also illustrated in Fig. 7, having a fictional understanding as well as having previously used an AR system significantly decreases the mental demand in the AR session – fictional understanding ($t(6)=2.70, p=.04$): No AR ($M=60.71, SD=29.36$), AR ($M=45.71, SD=25.89$), first-hand experience ($t(6)=2.70, p=.03$): No AR ($M=75.71, SD=23.70$), AR ($M=23.75, SD=11.81$).

b) Task completion time: Inspection of Fig. 8 shows that only first-hand experience with augmented reality has a significant impact on teaching times ($t(6)=-3.61, p=.01$). When having first-hand experience with AR, participants needed more time on the tasks in the AR session ($M=158.96$, $SD=19.88$) than in the No AR session ($M=141.52$, $SD=27.32$). This effect was significant ($t(6)=-3.61, p=.01$). Although the participants at the Novice level had also a lower perceived mental demand with augmented reality support, the difference was not significant ($t(5)=1.53, p=.19$) (normal distribution was met for session AR/No AR, variance $F(1,10)=0.68, p=.43$). Also illustrated in Fig. 7, having a fictional understanding as well as having previously used an AR system significantly decreases the mental demand in the AR session – fictional understanding ($t(6)=2.70, p=.04$): No AR ($M=60.71, SD=29.36$), AR ($M=45.71, SD=25.89$), first-hand experience ($t(6)=2.70, p=.03$): No AR ($M=75.71, SD=23.70$), AR ($M=23.75, SD=11.81$).

V. DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that the support of industrial robotic online programming tasks with augmented reality task-based parameters decreases the mental workload of the participants, but increases the task completion time. This finding is partly consistent with the results of Tang et al. [9]. They found, based on an object assembly task with Lego bricks, that AR systems can relieve mental demand, without having an effect on task times.

Regarding workload, we suppose that with the superimposed task-based information shown on the tablet, the working memory is relieved by not having to remember the teaching points and directions. Furthermore, the simultaneous attention on two different information sources (paper plan and robot) is avoided (split attention effect, Kalyuga et al. [14]). These arguments do not explain why the AR support has a beneficial impact on the workload ratings of expert robot programmers only. An explanation could be the expertise reversal effect: Instructional techniques that are highly effective with inexperienced learners can lose their effectiveness and even have negative consequences when used with more experienced learners (Kalyuga [15], [16]). It seems that the presentation (no text, only colors, shapes and paths) of the task-based information plays into the hands of robot programming experts. During the interview, all
participants confirmed the simplicity of the representation of the AR information. On the question if the interface should be changed or improved, novices had more suggestions than experts. Due to the expertise reversal effect, the simplistic interface may have been advantageous for experts because it avoided the processing of redundant information in the working memory. In contrast, the interface may not have integrated enough information for novice robot programmers. This may have led to a uniform overall workload and not significant decreased mental demand of novices in our experiment.

Regarding completion time, in our robot teaching setup, especially during the trajectory teaching and tool center point teaching task, the task completion time was increased. We have to caution that our interface prototype was sometimes lagging, but in the same way for all participants. Several participants mentioned this in the interview as an area for improvement. Apart from that, one reason for the longer task completion time could be that participants had no official spoken time limit. We observed that participants’ motivation to fulfill the task more accurately increased with AR. At the same time, however, they stated during the interview that they were more stressed by the direct task-related overlay because they saw when they were not accurate. We assume further that the participants were mainly prevention motivated (sacrificing overall speed for the sake of accuracy, Förster et al. [17]) and tried to fulfill the task as accurate as possible with AR. The minimalistic AR presentation also seems to be better adapted to the expert with regards to task completion time. Towne found in [18] that cognitive time (time not engaged with devices or instruments) can account for about 50 percent of task time. While completion time was only slightly increased for experts, novices were much slower with AR support, but not significantly so. Regarding first-hand experience with AR, the mental workload significantly decreases, but at the same time leads to a significant longer teaching time when using AR. We assume that users with first-hand AR experience were motivated to explore the capabilities of our setup.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The success of AR interfaces will be closely related to the expected benefit which may be tangible with AR. Our results show that by supporting the user with helpful AR information, the workload throughout robot control can be decreased. To generate a positive experience with AR and an increase in task performance, however, it is inevitable to include knowledge about the target user group, the nature of the task, and a clearly defined goal in the design process of the AR interface. Within this experiment with a Sphero robot, we found that the workload of domain experts is decreased by AR support. The results of the experiment repeated with ordinary programmers are not published yet. A further study with professional robot programmers and an industrial robot platform is in preparation. This future study will focus on two main topics. First, deepening workload research by extending workload investigation (e.g., measurement of spatial ability, which was not done in this experiment) and the improvement of the prototype to allow more solid claims how AR affects the task performance (task accuracy in combination with task completion time – manual time/cognitive time, Towne [18]). Second, we want to address the question if it is necessary to develop industrial AR robotic interfaces with actual industrial robots when focusing on workload aspects, or whether this can also be researched with simpler robot platforms.
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